Abstract A new microfluidic system with four different microchambers (a circle and three equilateral concave polygons) was designed and fabricated using poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) and the soft lithography method. Using this microfluidic device at six flow rates (5, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 mL/h), the effects of microenvironmental geometry and aqueous flow on bacterial adhesion behaviors were investigated. Escherichia coli HB101 pGLO, which could produce a green fluorescent protein induced by L-arabinose, was utilized as the model bacteria. The results demonstrated that bacterial adhesion was significantly related to culture time, microenvironment geometry, and aqueous flow rates. Adhered bacterial density increased with the culture time. Initially, the adhesion occurred at the microchamber sides, and then the entire chamber was gradually covered with increased culture time. Adhesion densities in the side zones were larger than those in the center zones because of the lower shearing force in the side zone. Also, the adhesion densities in the complex chambers were larger than those in the simple chambers. At low flow rates, the orientation of adhered bacteria was random and disorderly. At high flow rates, bacterial
, Rui Liu a orientation became close to the streamline and oriented toward the flow direction. All these results implied that bacterial adhesion tended to occur in complicated aqueous flow areas. The present study provided an on-chip flow system for physiological behavior of biological cells, as well as provided a strategic cue for the prevention of bacterial infection and biofilm formation.
Introduction
Bacterial adhesion to surfaces, a general phenomenon, has important implications in daily life. Bacterial adhesion often occurs in implant surgeries, microbially induced corrosion, heat-exchange surfaces in food processing equipment, and natural environments [1, 2] . For example, biomaterial-related infection starts with the adhesion of infectious bacteria, which is considered as one of the main causes of failure in implant surgery [3, 4] . Bacterial adhesion to surfaces is also the onset of bacterial biofilm formation, which occurs on all surfaces exposed to an aqueous environment. Such environments include soft tissues, tooth surfaces, rocks, and ship hulls [5] . Bacterial biofilm is highly resistant to antimicrobial and fluid flows making it difficult to be eliminated [6] [7] [8] [9] . The most effective and promising biofilm prevention method is to avoid the initial bacteria adhesion [10, 11] . Therefore, research in the field of bacterial adhesion to surfaces has a great relevance in the prevention of biofilm formation.
Bacterial adhesion to surfaces usually presents in aqueous flows. An aqueous flow can promote the transport of microorganisms to surfaces and cause an increase in hydrodynamic detachment forces [12] . Some studies have shown that an increased fluid shearing force causes cells to bind more strongly, and results in a faster adhesion because of a higher mass transport. However, an overly high fluid flow prevents adhesion or even stimulates detachment when a critical flow limit is exceeded. This limit varies among strains and depends on the substratum material involved [5] . Two major stages of bacterial adhesion exist. The first is a reversible stage involving physico-chemical forces. The second is an irreversible stabilization phase involving both physico-chemical and chemical forces [1, 13] . The irreversible phase implies a firmer adhesion of bacteria to the surface.
Flow displacement systems are important tools that mimic bacterial adhesion in fluid flow [5, 14, 15 ]. An adhesion experiment is conducted in flow displacement systems for three reasons: (1) to avoid external interference, (2) to allow the control and theoretical calculation of nutrient substance transport, and (3) to enable accurate measurements of the kinetic parameters of flow (such as flow rate and wall shearing rate) acting on adhering bacteria [5] . Recently, a new flow displacement system, the microfluidic flow system, has been utilized to investigate the behaviors of biological cells under various flow conditions [16] . The new system has many advantages over conventional benchtop systems. These advantages include low reagent and sample volume requirements, more accurate fluid flow simulation, precise kinetic control of the cellular microenvironment, and very low-cost [17] . Studies about the adhesion of animal cells in microfluidic flow systems have also advanced [18] [19] [20] . In the field of bacterial studies, microfluidic flow systems are used to construct a flow condition for bacterial culture wherein flow rate and shearing rate could easily be changed and calculated. Also, a few studies on bacterial adhesion in microfluidic devices have been reported [16, [21] [22] [23] . Thomas [21] used rectangular microfluidic chambers to mimic in vivo conditions and study the effects of hydrodynamic shearing stress on bacterial adhesion. De La Fuente et al. [22] used a microfluidic chamber to assess drag forces and evaluate the adhesiveness of Xylella fastidiosa to glass surfaces. Mutations in type IV pilus-related genes were found to profoundly alter the speed of twitching motility in X. fastidiosa, particularly under the flow conditions in microfluidic devices [23] . Bahar et al. [16] demonstrated that type IV pili played critical roles in both the surface attachment and the biofilm formation of A. citrulli under flow conditions. These pili may also play important roles in the colonization and spreading of A. citrulli in xylem vessels under sap flow conditions.
The geometric structures of flow systems in natural environment are often complex. Such environments include the human body (blood vessels) or an artificial flow displacement system (e.g., water pipe). The geometry of an aquatic environment in flow systems may be greatly related to the physiological behavior of biological cells [24] . However, the reliability of using traditional flow displacement systems to study the influence of microenvironments on the adhesion behaviors of bacteria has not yet been established. The reason for this is that the geometries of microenvironments around bacterial cells are not easily controlled. Ironically, this disadvantage of a conventional flow displacement system is the advantage of a microfluidic flow displacement system. Microfluidic channels and chambers with various geometries can be easily designed, giving biological cells different microenvironments. To date, studies on cell behaviors using microfluidic flow systems have relatively progressed. A previous study on the impact of melanoma cell adhesion was performed under fairly low shearing conditions in a microfluidic flow system with a straight channel and a channel merging into a bifurcation [25] . Microfluidic channels with curved sections as well as sharp and rounded corners were designed to investigate the role of geometric features on the evolution of bacterial biofilm [26] . Microfluidic microchambers of distinct shapes and sizes, which allow bacteria escape, were used to investigate bacterial colonies. The development of bacterial colonies and the angle distribution on bacterial arrangements were suggested to be greatly influenced by the chamber shape [27] . Using differently shaped chambers, a bacterial microenvironment under flow conditions can be easily controlled. Microenvironment control is important in analyzing and demonstrating that the common phenomenon of bacteria adhesion is influenced by complex geometry in flow conditions. However, to the best of our knowledge, no relevant study on bacterial microenvironment geometry control has been reported thus far.
In the present study, a series of microchambers in a microfluidic system were distinctly designed to mimic the various geometries of flow conditions in a natural environment such as blood or in an artificial device. The influence of flow system geometry on bacterial adhesion was demonstrated. The designed chambers had the same areas but different geometric shapes. The shapes included a circle and three equilateral concave polygons. The polygons had 8, 12, and 16 sides, as well as 4, 6, and 8 acute angles, respectively. Bacterial adhesion was observed using this microfluidic system. The bacterial strain used was E. coli HB101 pGLO, which could produce a green fluorescent protein (GFP) induced by L-arabinose. The density of bacterial adhesion was found to greatly correlate with chamber geometry and culture time. Different flow rates in this system were used to observe the changes in adhesion. Cell adhesion distribution and the orientation of adherent cells in these microchambers were also found to be influenced by the flow.
Materials and methods

Materials
RTV 615 poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) prepolymer and the curing agent were purchased from GE Silicones (Minato-ku, Tokyo). Surface-oxidized silicon wafers were from Shanghai Xiangjing Electronic Technology Ltd. (Shanghai, China). SU-8 2025 photoresist and developer were from Microchem (Newton, MA, USA). L-arabinose was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (MO, USA). Ampicillin was from Amersco Inc. (Solon, OH, USA). Yeast extract and tryptone were from Oxoid Ltd. (Basingstoke, Hampshire, England). E. coli HB101 and the plasmid pGLO amp r were supplied by Prof. Peng Chen of the College of Life Science, Northwest A&F University. All solvents and other chemicals were purchased from local commercial suppliers and were of analytical grade, unless otherwise stated. All solutions were prepared using ultra-purified water from a Milli-Q system (Millipore s ).
Design and fabrication of the microfluidic device
The microfluidic device ( Fig. 1) contains four centro-symmetric units. The units consisted of four parallel channels, each with an inlet and 16 outlets. Each channel had a circular and three equilateral concave polygonal microchambers. The polygons had 8, 12, and 16 sides, as well as 4, 6, and 8 acute angles, respectively. The parallel channels with microchambers were designed to enhance the consistency and reliability of the experimental data. The inlet for bacterial loading was circular and had a 500 mm radius. The main microchannels were 200, 100, and 50 mm wide, respectively, and were all 40 mm high. The detailed sizes of the four microchambers are shown in Fig. 1 .
The microfluidic device was fabricated using soft lithography with PDMS [28, 29] . The patterns were designed using the AutoCAD software. The microstructure and working units were printed at a resolution of 20,000 dots per inch (DPI) on a transparency film (MicroCAD Photomask Ltd., Suzhou, China) to be used as the photomask. A mold with 35-mmhigh features was fabricated in a single step under ultraviolet (UV) light using an AZ 50XT photoresist (AZ Electronic Materials, Somerville, NJ, USA) on a BG-401 A mask aligner (7 mW/cm 2 ; CETC, China). To fabricate the PDMS microfluidic device, the mold was exposed to chlorotrimethylsilane (TMCS, Alfa Aesar, Lancs, England) vapor for 3 min. The purpose of this exposure was to promote elastomer release after carrying out the baking steps. A mixture of PDMS (5 parts RTV615A:1 part RTV615B) was then poured onto the mold. After degassing, the mold was baked for 40 min at 85 1C, after which the PDMS flow layer structure was peeled-off from the mold. Through-holes were punched with a metal pin at the terminals of the inlet and outlet channels. The flow layer was irreversibly bonded onto a thin PDMS film (20 parts RTV615A:1 part RTV615B) on a glass slide and was baked overnight at 90 1C. The glass slide was precleaned for 1 h in a piranha solution (H 2 SO 4 :H 2 O 2 ¼3:1, v/v) and was rinsed with Millipore ultra-pure water. Prior to using the slide, it was blow-dried with nitrogen (N 2 ).
Preparation of the E. coli HB101 pGLO strain
The E. coli HB101 pGLO strains were prepared using the electrotransformation technique, which is related to the two-step procedure of competent E. coli strain preparation and plasmid transformation. These procedures followed the methods previously reported [30, 31] . The pGLO strain contains the jellyfish gene that codes the production of a GFP, and the b-lactamase gene that can be selected by placing ampicillin in the growth medium [32] . Cell stocks were stored in multiple aliquots with 15% glycerol in a liquid nitrogen tank at -196 1C prior to use. All subsequent procedures were performed at room temperature in a laminar flow hood to maintain the sterility of all reagents. Caution was used in handling all human biological materials.
Bacterial cell culture and suspension preparation
A single colony of E. coli HB101 from an overnight culture in Luria-Broth (LB) agar plates (5 g/L yeast extract, 10 g/L bactopeptone, 10 g/L sodium chloride, and 15 g/L agar) with 100 mg/mL ampicillin was inoculated into 150 mL of LB broth. The colony was continuously incubated for 12 h at 37 1C in a rotary shaker set at 200 rpm. The stationary-phase cell suspension was used for subsequent experiments. The cell density was determined using a normal plate-count method.
Bacterial cell injection and adhesion assay in the microfluidic device
The PDMS device was rinsed by flushing with 75% alcohol and Millipore ultra-pure water, and was sterilized overnight under UV light. The bacterial cell suspensions were then loaded into the microfluidic device for on-chip culture and sequential studies. After rinsing with water and drying with N 2 , the E. coli HB101 pGLO suspensions in LB growth medium were injected into the microchambers. The suspensions were allowed to flow at 100 mL/h for several minutes at a desired cell density (2.0 Â 10 9 CFU/mL). A cell culture medium with 0.4% (w/v) L-arabinose was then continuously provided by a flow (5, 10, 20, 30, 40, or 50 mL/h) of fresh supplemented LB growth medium. The microfluidic device was then incubated at 37 1C for a specific length of time (24, 48 , or 72 h).
Microscopy and image analysis
An inverted microscope (Olympus, CKX41) with a CCD camera (QIMAGING, Micropublisher 5.0 RTV) was used to acquire phase-contrast and fluorescent images. Bacterial cell adhesion images were taken every 24 h after the unattached bacteria had been flushed with an LB growth medium flow (50 ml/L). The images were analyzed using the Image-Pro s Plus 6.0 software (Media Cyternetics, Silver Spring, MD). The adherent bacteria were counted in the center and side zones of each microchamber. To evaluate the reproducibility of the experimental results, each experiment was repeated at least three times. Statistical analyses were performed with the SPSS12.0 software (SPSS Inc.). Data are presented as mean7SD.
Results and discussion
Microfluidic device design and operation
We previously studied E. coli responses to antibiotics in a zero-flow microfluidic device [17] . Based on this previous study, a microfluidic device with various geometry structures was designed and fabricated in the present study. The purpose was to investigate bacterial adhesion behaviors in various microenvironments and aqueous flow rates. The microfluidic device consisted of flow channels and chambers each with an inlet for sample loading (center circle in the device, Fig. 1 ), 16 outlets for waste exclusion, and 16 parallel channels with various test chambers (a circle and three equilateral concave polygons). For the purpose of parallel tests, four centrosymmetric units (red dot line in Fig. 1B ) were employed and they were all connected to the central inlet. To evaluate bacterial adhesion ability, the total volume of all chambers was set at 1.6 Â 10 -3 mL.
E. coli adhesion assay in the microfluidic device
To effectively observe bacterial adhesion, a strain E. coli HB101 was transformed using a pGLO plasmid carrying a GFP. GFP synthesis by E. coli can be induced by L-arabinose. Under 0.4% (w/v) L-arabinose in LB liquid broth, the GFPmediated fluorescence allowed for the visual identification of individual cells and quantitative analysis. After the bacterial cells were injected into the flow channels, most bacteria were retained in the center culture hole for growth and proliferation. The proliferation ensured sufficient cells in the medium flow to flush the substratum of the channels, which was a necessary condition of adhesion.
Cell orientation in the microfluidic device
The images taken in different microchambers at specific times were analyzed. The results showed that the orientation of E. coli cells attached at the microchamber bottom presented a uniform pattern under a proper flow rate of 30 mL/h after 48 h of culture (Fig. 2) . In the circular chambers, cell orientation was almost completely parallel with the chamber sidewall. In the concave polygonal microchambers, the orientation of adhered E. coli was close to the side direction. Further observations revealed that this orientation was the same as the streamline of flow. Upon comparing the images of different flow rates, the orientation of E. coli was found to be greatly related to the flow. When the flow rate decreased, the parallelism of bacteria in the microchambers became weak. At 5 mL/h of flow rate and 48 h of culture time, cell orientation was more random and disorderly than at 30 mL/h (Fig. 2B) . As medium flow rate increased, the cells attached and gradually became oriented with the flow direction. This finding was similar to a previous report [23] in which only a rectangular channel was employed. The adhesion behaviors of E. coli in circular or polygonal geometries have not yet been explored. A probable explanation of these behaviors is that the cells suffered from the lowest shear force when the rod was arrayed in the same direction as the laminar flow streamline. Otherwise, the force that is not parallel with the streamline compelled the bacteria to rotate to the parallel orientation. Under a low flow rate, a low shearing rate did not provide a sufficient force to change the rod direction. On the other hand, flow direction was greatly influenced by the sidewall of flow, which illustrated that the cell orientation was nearly parallel to the direction of the sides.
Effect of culture time on bacterial cell adhesion
In the current study, culture time was found to influence not only bacterial adhesion number but also location. Three incubation periods (24 h, 48 h, and 72 h) at 37 1C under a flow rate of 30 mL/h were used. The acquired phase-contrast and fluorescent images (Fig. 3) show that bacterial adhesion started at the chamber side. The entire PDMS substratum was then gradually covered, and adhesion number increased (Fig. 3A) . This result is similar to the result of a previous study that used a straight channel [16] . The number and distribution of cells that remained attached to the substrate surfaces of interest following a period of incubation was used to evaluate bacterial adhesion. The results from such experiments are qualitative in nature [33] [34] [35] .
To quantitatively analyze the effect of culture time on bacterial cell adhesion, the microchambers were artificially divided into two zones, the center and the side (top part, Fig. 4 ). The number of adherent cells in the center and sides, as well as the areas of the two zones in various microchambers were measured using the software Image-Pro Plus. For easy comparison, the bacterial adhesion numbers were converted to total cell populations per 10 4 mm 2 . Fig. 4 (bottom, A, B , C, and D) shows the bacterial adhesion distribution in the microchambers with increased time. Cell adhesion was found to significantly increase both in the side and center zones, regardless of chamber geometry.
Further analysis demonstrated that cell densities in the side zones increased earlier than those in the center zones with increased culture time. Before 48 h, cell densities in the center zones increased very slowly compared with those in the side zones. However, the cell adhesion densities in the center zones increased abruptly after 48 h of culture much faster than the side zone. To explain the side-trended adhesion behavior of E. coli, a numerical simulation of the flow rate distribution in the microchambers was conducted using the software CFD-ACEþ(ESI group, Beijing, China). This simulation also corresponded to the distribution of shearing force in the microchambers. As shown in Fig. 5 , the flow velocities (or shearing force) in the center zones were much higher than those in the side zones. Therefore, bacteria adhered in the side zones first, rather than in the center zones. After a specific culture time, bacterial adhesion turned to the center zones because of the confined space in the side zones.
Effect of geometry and flow rate on bacterial cell adhesion
To further investigate bacterial adhesion behaviors in various microenvironments and different flow rates, six flow rates (5, 10, 20, 30, 40 , and 50 mL/h) were employed. The phasecontrast and fluorescent images of bacteria that adhered to the microchambers were taken after 48 h of culture at 37 1C. The adhered cell densities in both side and center zones were analyzed to evaluate the effects of flow and geometry on bacterial cell adhesion.
The relationship between flow rate (shearing rate) and adhered bacterial density is depicted in Fig. 6 for the six different flow rates and four geometries. Bacterial adhesion in the center zones is shown in Fig. 6A . The cell densities decreased with increased flow rates in the all four microchamber geometries. When flow rate increased beyond 30 mL/h, the cell densities were almost zero. This result verified that in an aqueous flow, a low shearing force promoted bacterial Figure 3 Time-dependent phase-contrast optical images and the corresponding fluorescence images of the four chambers. These images were taken, respectively, from three culture periods of 24 (A), 48 (B) and 72 h (C) at 37 1C and at a flow rate of 30 mL/h. The densities of the adhered cells distinctly increased.
adhesion, whereas a very high shearing force led to detachment. This conclusion is the same as a previous report [36, 37] . A comparison of cell adhesion phenomena among the geometric chambers revealed that cell densities in center zones were almost the same at a certain flow rate. A reasonable interpretation for this finding is that in the center zones, the shearing and flow velocities are the same (Fig. 5) . As a result, the densities of the adherent cells were similar. Fig. 6B shows the relationship between geometry (shearing rates) and adhered bacterial densities in the side zones. Similar to the center zones, cell densities also decreased with increased flow rates, although not in the same degrees for the four geometries. Under all flow rates, the cell densities in the side zones in the circular microchambers were markedly smaller than those in the other microchambers. In contrast, the cell densities were markedly larger in the polygonal microchambers with 16 sides than in the others. No significant difference was found between the polygonal microchambers with 8 and 12 sides. The same tendency among the four shapes and the six flow rates was found in the entire zone of the microchamber, as shown in Fig. 6C . Moreover, the cell adhesion densities in the side zones were distinctly larger than those in the center zones, as seen in Fig. 6A and B. All of these results indicated that bacterial adhesion occurs more in complex than in simple geometries (especially in the sidewalls) because of the lower shearing force. 
Conclusion
A series of distinctly shaped microchambers in a microfluidic system were designed and fabricated using the soft lithography method. Using this microfluidic system, the effects of microenvironmental geometry and aqueous flow on bacterial adhesion behaviors were investigated. The results showed that bacterial adhesion greatly correlated with culture time, microenvironment geometry, and aqueous flow rate. At a low flow rate, the orientation of adhered bacteria was random and disorderly. With increased flow rate, the orientation of bacteria became close to the streamline and oriented with the flow direction. Moreover, adhered bacterial density increased with culture time. Initially, adhesion occurred at microchamber sides, and then the entire chamber is gradually covered with increased culture time. The adhesion densities in the side zones were larger than those in the center zones because of the low shearing force in the side zone. All these results implied that bacterial adhesion occurred in complicated aqueous flow areas. Therefore, our results provide a strategic cue for preventing bacterial infection and biofilm formation. Also, the adhesion densities in the complex chambers were larger than those in the simple chambers. The present work also demonstrated the use of a new microfluidics-based flow displacement system for further studying the physiological behaviors of bacteria. 
